Press Release

Axellience announces the launch of the beta version of GenMyModel,
a cloud-based modeling software tool
-----------------------------Only six month after winning the innovative company prize awarded by the Ministry of research,
Axellience is proud to announce the launch of GenMyModel in an open beta version.
Based on research work carried out between 2008 and 2011 (at INRIA), GenMyModel is a software
modeling tool which enables design and development teams to be more productive. What makes
GenMyModel innovative is that it is the first real cloud-based modeling tool (which can be used with a
simple web browser). With GenMyModel, Axellience’s ambition is to provide development team with
tools which are not only more efficient, but more collaborative. By 2015 there will be more than 20 million
developers worldwide (than 15 million in 2011)
In just a few weeks, several hundred developers from over 50 countries have joined the GenMyModel
project through its beta version. Indian and American developers seem to be the more receptive to what
the solution have to offer. For Axellience, the aim of the beta phase is to engage in conversations with
the users in order to gain valuable feedback. This feedback will enable Axellience to better steer the
product roadmap.
To try GenMyModel and to become a beta tester, you need to sign up on www.genmymodel.com .
-----------------------------About Axellience :
Axellience is a spin-off from the Inria Lille Nord - Europe Research Centre, created in 2012 by Alexis
Muller, Thomas Legrand and Stéphane Deveaux. Located in Lille - Euratechnologies, Axellience is a 6
persons company. The project is sustained by the Ministry of Research, INRIA, MITI (regional
Incubator), Nord-Pas de Calais Region, LMI (Lille Métropole Innovation), and REN (Réseau
Entreprendre Nord).
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